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High school graduates interested in a challenging career with a creative flare should consider
graphic design schools in Miami. Known for excellent colleges, the city offers convenient locations
and effective programs to match nearly any student's needs.

World class beaches and ideal weather draw people to Southern Florida but job opportunities
convince them to unpack and stay. With Miami's best employment rates attributed to 20-24 year
olds, many of the good jobs go to those who recognize the importance of education.

Preparing for many of today's hottest jobs means obtaining skills through specialized courses. That
applies to the growing fields of health care, business and design. For example, careers in graphic
design require mastery of specific software programs combined with effective communication skills.

Expected to grow by about 13 percent in the next decade, the demand in the graphic design
industry can be traced to advertisers. The BLS (Bureau of Labor Statistics) predicts strong growth in
the design fields of Web sites, animation and media associated with new cell phones and other
mobile technology.

Graphic design schools in Miami prepare students for career opportunities by providing a foundation
of core classes. Students brush up on computer skills, learn software standard to the industry and
branch out into niche areas.

If you think your flare for creativity is a good fit for graphic design, Miami offers an array of excellent
schools. For the most part, an associate degree requiring a two-year time investment can prepare
you for a career as a graphic designer.

Deciding on the best school can be a difficult process. You can make your search more efficient by
considering a few practical tips. Narrow down your list of colleges by applying the following rules:

* only look at schools accredited by the ACICS (Council of Independent Colleges & Schools)

* only consider schools approved by the OSFA, (Office of Student Financial Assistance)

* find a two-year community college or technical school offering an associate's degree

* make sure the school offers academic assistance through tutoring or other support programs you
may need

* choose a school conveniently located to your residence or close to public transportation

* check with students who attended the school to get an accurate assessment of the school's
strengths and weaknesses

*take time to tour the campus to see if it matches your needs and expectations

In today's competitive environment, many colleges furnish the convenience of smaller locations in
addition to the main campus. Satellite locations help boost enrollment by offering a lower teacher to
student ratio in addition to a smaller community setting.
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Once you complete your search of graphic design schools in Miami, talk to a representative at the
school topping your list. Ask questions and collect information on application and admission. It can
seem like a long process, but taking the time to find the right school to match your individual needs
can make your academic and social experience more fulfilling. Two-year programs at graphic
design schools in Miami can prepare you for a rewarding career. Best of all, jobs for graphic
designers are predicted to remain in demand and continue to grow.
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Amy Russell is an independent college counselor who enjoys helping others achieve their education
goals. One of the most popular questions that she gets is where can I find the best a graphic design
schools in Miami? Being a South Florida local, she tends to refer students in the area to a
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